Project report WaveGARD® alarm security fence
Fraport AG, Frankfurt (D)
The Company

The Solution

Fraport (Frankfurt airport) with 160.000
passengers and 6.000 tons of freight per
day is one of the most significant infrastructural facilities of global economy and civil
aviation. In addition to a lot of participations
in other airports abroad Fraport AG also is a
competent partner for airport-retailing and
real estate development.

Worldwide the first high-performance
alarm fence completely made of aluminium. Due to the light but heat and corrosion resistant construction as well as to
the highly reliable detection technology this
perimeter protection is ideal for application at airports and major industrial plants.
The modular construction allows a flexible
fence course. Due to its puristic design with
its elegant shape it can be ideally integrated
to modern airport architecture.

The Requirement
The protection of the airport premises presents an immense challenge to Frankfurt
airport. The airport area of more than 19
sqkm is nearly as large as the total area of
the entire Frankfurt city centre. The outer
fence line around the property had a length
of abt. 31 km so far. Due to the new runway
is has been extended by 11 km. There is
always the probability of unauthorized persons trying to access the runways or other
sensitive areas via the open area. This is
why perimeter protection is especially important. Protection is hampered by specific
local circumstances, e.g. fauna and flora
have to be considered to avoid false alarms.

This also convinced the security experts of
FRAPORT AG: For a video analysis the effectiveness of different sensors, the identification of objects and rates of false alarms
as well as the applicability for an area monitoring is very important. For mechanical
fence systems main focus in fence detection is the reaction of sensor technology on
attack attempts, overcome and penetration
attempts. Especially important for these
systems is a regular and failure-free function under different environmental conditions. WaveGARD® meets all these requirements.
Alarm fence WaveGARD® secures
new runway at Frankfurt airport.

Awarding Authority:
Fraport AG
Constructor:
Bilfinger Berger SE
Requirement:
Protection of the new runway with
high-security fence.
Solution:
WaveGARD® alarm security fence
- extremely tamper proof
- variable detection raster
- modular construction
Fence distance:
> 11 km
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